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International Regulation aimed at ship
spills
 Int‟l / European regs aimed at preventing / liability
for pollution etc. from oil tankers not rigs
 US Oil Pollution Act 1990 reaction to insufficient
Int‟l regs protecting the Alaskan coast following
the Exxon Valdez Disaster in 1989
 National regulation most effectively regulates rigs
in the UK

US Regulation is increasing
 A number of current bills suggest amendments to US legislation
 Removal of the Oil Pollution Act 1990 offshore facilities liability cap of
“removal costs plus $75,000,000”
 Inclusion of non-pecuniary losses in the Death on the High Seas Act and the
Jones Act
 And others…..

*Reproduced with kind permission of UK P&I Clubs

Practical responses already implemented
 Drilling moratorium
 MMS replaced with split regulatory authorities
 Office of Natural Resources Revenue
 Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM)
 Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement
 National Commission on the spill / offshore drilling – recommends goal-based regulation

 BOEM additional guidance (Notices to Lessees (NTLs)
 NTL-06 (oil spill response plans to be well specific) and NTL-10 (subsea containment resources)

 Workplace Safety Rule
 HSE risk identification and management

 Drilling Safety Rule
 Operator certifies cement, casing, BOP etc.

There’ll be protracted litigation




Painful period of litigation, much in open court


Department of Justice suing BP, Anardarko, Transocean, Mitsui, Lloyds (exc.Halliburton / Cameron Int‟l)



Third party actions / class actions / compensation fund



Also substantive dispute settled in arbitration under the Joint Operating Agreement between BP and Anadarko, Mitsui.

No single smoking gun


BP‟s Deepwater Horizon Accident Investigation Report of 8 September 2010, points to:

“well integrity failure, followed by a loss of hydrostatic control of the well…followed by a
failure to control the flow from the well with the BOP equipment...Eight key findings related
to the causes of the accident emerged.”


Following the Exxon Valdez incident, Scott Pegau of the Oil Spill recovery Institute in Cordova, Alaska
commented:

“Without a doubt this litigation did more harm to the region than the oil did. It
dragged out for 20 years…In Alaska, it was about impacts on fishing, while in the Gulf the
business impacts go beyond fishing to a large tourism industry…Legislation coming out of
the Gulf is likely to have a much broader effect on the oil and gas industry”
*Quoted by Skip Kaltenheuser in his article “Spills and Bills” which appeared in the August 2010 edition of International Bar News

Migration of US Regulation
 Some precedent to suggest US regulation may indirectly find its way to
Europe and UK
 The Oil Pollution Act 1990 outlawed single hulled tankers in the US before Europe

 Accordingly, the International Maritime Organisation phased out single hulls more
quickly to avoid increased risks in Europe

 US is no stranger to the concept of extra-territorial reach
 US citizens‟ tax! / US trade sanctions
 US and EU calls for extra territorial regulation (eg. regulation of EU-headquartered
companies with EU-driven global initiative for offshore safety*)
*See EU Commission communication: “Facing the Challenge of the Safety of Offshore Oil and Gas Activities,” 13 October 2010, together

with Public Consultation: “Improving offshore safety in Europe”, 16 March 2011 2010

Regulation in the UK - Background
 300 offshore platforms, 22 are considered “deep water” with new deep
wells planned W.Shetland
 Chris Huhne (SoS Energy and Climate Change) etc. pronounced
essentially “fit for purpose”
 EU etc. deep drilling moratorium resisted
 Greenpeace Vs Gov‟t challenge for environmental impact assessment

 The Energy and Climate Change Select Committee
 Gov‟t response
 OGUK response

Energy and Climate Change Committee
 Captured mood on wide-range of topics (25 recommendations)
 From the general:
־

Oilco boards lack environmental experience

־

More planning for high-consequence, low-probability events

 To the specific:
־

BOPs to perhaps be prescribed as needing two blind sheer rams

־

OPOL limit insufficient, recommends EU polluter-pays directive, etc.

 Some misunderstanding / rebuttal
־

Eg. Prescriptive approach goes against grain / existing liability already uncapped

־

But….OGUK sees “the case for potentially high impact wells in the West of Shetland to have an
additional „top up‟ cover in addition to OPOL. DECC already has the power to request…”

Piper Alpha Lessons
 Suggested that US playing catch up with UK - put house in order following Piper
Alpha in 1988
 Lord Cullen review established:
 Separate Health and Safety Executive (“HSE”)
 “Goal-setting” regime
 “Safety Case” regime

 Health and Safety at Work Act 1974 was applied offshore and remains principal
statute governing HSE on rigs
 Wide-ranging regulations contain numerous duties – breach of any one is a separate criminal offence

 “Duty Holder” – usually the owner/operator of the platform - Offshore Installation (Safety case) Regs
2005
 “Strict liability” offences in many cases i.e. if proven a breach has occurred, no defence is available

Important Regulations
 The Offshore Installations (Safety Case) Regs 2005
 Control of Noise at Work Regs 2005
 Offshore Chemicals Regulations 2002
 Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regs 2002
 Pressure Systems Safety Regs 2000
 Management of Health and Safety at Work Regs 1999 (most
frequently prosecuted, s3 – failure to carry out suitable and
sufficient risk assessment)

Important Regulations (Continued)
 Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regs 1998
 Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment Regs 1998
 Offshore Installations and Wells (Design and Construction) Regs
1996
 Offshore Installations and Pipeline Works (Management and
Administration) Regs 1995 („MAR‟)
 Offshore Installations and Pipeline Works (Prevention of Fire and
Emergency Response) Regs 1995 (PFEER)

UK Regulatory Lessons from Macondo
 HSE inspectors increased + doubling environmental inspections
 Increased peer review of well design and auditing of safety cases / well control

 Oil Pollution Emergency Plan requirements
 Operator response to worst case scenario blow-out needing relief well
 Operator procedure on pollution response, including relief well

 Technical circulars giving additional guidance have been issued by the
HSE, although these do not change the legislative framework
 HSE Offshore Safety Division circular dated 28 July 2010 describes how to assess the
acceptability of riser emergency shut down valve (ESDV) leakage rates

 DECC is also reviewing indemnity and insurance provisions

Oil and Gas Industry in UK Regulation
 “Oil and Gas UK” represents the UK oil and gas industry
 Oil Spill Response Advisory Group - to learn lessons from the Gulf of Mexico oil spill
and the UK‟s ability to prevent and respond to oil spills in the North Sea
 OGUK quick to model likely spill scenarios
 Recommended that the OPOL limit be increased from $120 to $250 million per incident
 Well Life Cycle Practices Forum / Cameron Ltd BOP / stocks of dispersant / National
Contingency Plan exercise Shetland May 2011

 All UKCS operators are voluntary signatories to the Offshore Pollution
Liability Agreement 1974 (OPOL)
 Acceptance of liability on a strict liability basis for pollution damage and cost of remedial
measures
 Enables signatories to meet obligation to demonstrate funds available to discharge
liability for damage caused by pollution

 Responsibility for meeting claims under OPOL rests with operator

Contractual Relationship of Parties
 UK offshore exploration and development licenses are awarded over a
particular “block” pursuant to the Petroleum Act 1998
 Where more than one licensee, joint and several liability is owed under
model clauses incorporated into each licence, to UK government
 Pursuant to the model clauses, licensees are required to conduct
operations in accordance with certain minimum standards such as good
oilfield practice*
 If licensees fail to attain the minimum standards they potentially face
unlimited liability on a “polluter pays” basis as well as criminal, civil and
other sanctions, e.g. losing their licence
*(see the Petroleum (Production) Regulations 1988 as re-enacted in Schedule 9 of the Petroleum (Current Model Clauses) Order 1999)

Joint Operating Agreement
 Co-venturers typically enter into a contractual unincorporated
joint venture arrangement under a Joint Operating Agreement
(JoA)
 The JoA will typically state co-venturers:
 are to be severally (individually) liable only to the extent of their percentage
interest under the relevant licence; and
 will indemnify other co-venturers to the extent of their percentage interest.

 In the Macondo example, BP agreed (in its capacity as nonoperator) to be individually liable up to its 65% (equity) share of
all costs and liabilities

Appointment of Operator


Under the JoA, one party is Operator on a “no gain, no loss” principle (Operator neither
makes any additional profit nor takes any additional risk)



The Operator‟s liability is very limited:
 No liability except for wilful misconduct or failure to place insurance
־

proving negligence / gross negligence is difficult

 No liability in any case of consequential loss



The “no gain, no loss” principle is under pressure given the potential to impose massive civil
and criminal liabilities under health, safety and environmental regulations



Burden of criminal fines remains with Operators as cannot indemnify against criminal liability.
 HSE etc. offences often “strict liability” (ie. regardless of fault)



Knock-on effect down supply chain
 Operators traditionally indemnified drillers etc. for blowouts / pollution – saying can‟t afford the risk
 Drillers saying need indemnities more than ever – each well becomes a “bet the company” event



Non-operators unable to negotiate limits on liability for blowouts / spills seeking increased
rights of oversight Vs liability implications of greater involvement

Conclusion


UK oil and gas regulation is widely regarded as “fit for purpose” although enforcement and
technical guidance can be improved



Smaller companies increasingly outsourcing operatorship
 Liability negotiation balance of power / status quo shifting
 Stabilising oil prices + intricate web of cross – indemnities and insurance means unlikely to see fundamental change to the
“no gain, no loss principle” of operation



We are likely to see more time being spent negotiating indemnities and liabilities and fewer
instances of commercial arrangements being left un-papered



Insurance premia may be likely to increase, not least to meet the higher OPOL limit but
unlimited or multi-billion dollar insurance will likely remain unavailable or a luxury



Regulators and industry alike will continue to recognise the arguably more pressing issues in
relation to developing UKCS‟s remaining reserves including disincentives to late entrants and
ongoing development resulting from decommissioning and security requirements
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